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If you’re as curious about improving students’ 

learning as they are about their world, then read 

Science as Thinking. 
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Wendy Ward Hoffer uses the fundamental 

scientific principles of constants and variables 

as a framework for highly effective, satisfying 

ways to teach science. She begins with 

constants, the basics of science instruction: 

Inquiry, Big Ideas, Workshop, Assessment, 

Culture. Hoffer shows how building a teaching 

foundation on these constants ensures that 

all of your planning, lessons, and interactions 

spark students’ interests and support deep 

thinking about science.

Hoffer’s variables are the practices you select 

from every day—labs, demonstrations, lec

tures, projects, and other classroom staples. 

She illustrates how these variables can be 

carefully manipulated to maximize student 

engagement, thinking, and understanding.

Science as Thinking is a wonderful resource 

for new teachers, but it will just as soon be 

stickynoted and dog eared by veterans.  

It helps you:

�  get started and sustain progress 

with classroomtested strategies for 

implementing, teaching, and refining  

highquality instruction 

�  make direct connections between theory 

and practice through planning questions

�  conduct meaningful assessment with 

sample rubrics.
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“This book by an experienced teacher takes professional development to a new 
level. Many authors of books designed to improve education try to integrate best 
research with best practice. Few succeed as well as Wendy Hoffer.”
      —J. Myron Atkin,  Stanford University

Wendy Ward Hoffer is a staff developer with the Denverbased Public 

Education & Business Coalition. She works with teachers locally and nationally to 

promote rich thinking in all content areas, but especially science. Wendy received 

an MA in Science Education from Stanford University and earned National Board 

Certification while teaching middle school math and science.
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“Knowing from the inside out how argument works is a literacy skill now universally recognized as 

essential. This is the goal of real reading, writing, and speaking—and finally the gift of real science. 

I am grateful to the authors of this volume for making these gifts available to science and literacy 

teachers, but most importantly, to all of our students.”   —Wendy Saul, Author of Science Workshop
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“The book is a great treasure for all science educators.” —Hubert Dyasi, City College of New York

Here’s some advice for teachers looking for science instruction to supplement their science 

textbooks and kits: Take it outside! Conducting science investigations beyond the four walls 

of the classroom is one of the best ways for young people to develop scientific thinking and to 

practice gathering and analyzing their own data. Outdoor Inquiries is the clear, concise handbook 

that shows you how.


